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About Sue
Not that you can tell by looking at my before photo, but all my teenage and adult
life I had been a health and fitness fanatic. In all that time, however, I’d never
been able to achieve the results I knew I was capable of.
I was a perfectionist - it was always all or nothing for me. There was no
consistency, or patience, and therefore, I never achieved the results I craved. It
wasn’t for lack of trying - I’d tried every diet in the book! I was always at the gym,
and food was constantly on my mind. It took up so much of my headspace, that I
often found it difficult to enjoy the other things life had to offer. This was
extremely frustrating for me and over time, my effort and motivation dwindled
until I became totally depressed and unhappy with the way I looked, and the way
I felt. This had a snowball effect on all aspects of my life. Yo-yo dieting had finally
taken its toll.
I was at the end of my tether, not only because I was unhappy with my body, but
even more importantly, I was so fed up with feeling like a failure. My good intentions were never
enough to see things through to the end. When the going got tough, I gave up! I sat down one day and
took a good long hard look at myself. Finally, the pain I felt was too much - this was it, it was now, or it
was never.
I knew before I even started, that this time I WAS going to achieve my goals. This change of mindset was
crucial – I eventually realized, that to succeed you must believe that you CAN, and that you WILL.

A 12 Week Program
I made a promise to myself to give 100% to a 12 week training and nutrition program. I purposely made
no weight loss goals. My rules were simple, nothing more - nothing less.
If I made a mistake I would NOT feel guilty, or sorry for myself. I would NOT give up and go back to those
familiar patterns that caused me so much pain. I would NOT try to make up for my mistakes (and begin
the cycle of yo-yo dieting again) - I would simply ‘get over it’ and continue with my program. I followed
these simple but important rules, because this time I knew that if I failed again I would never forgive
myself.
That I would always see myself as a failure - and I did not want that to happen. That was my compelling
reason to stay focused and true to my word, for 12 short weeks.
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True to my word, I completed my 12 week Challenge! Not without hitches and not without struggles (I
was injured for 4 weeks!), but to follow through with my actions and achieve what I set out to was an
amazing, empowering feeling! The changes I saw in my body were phenomenal. I discovered that with
the right program, consistency, and patience, that anything was possible!!

My Whole Outlook Was Changed
My whole outlook on life changed. I became more outgoing and confident, more
energized, more motivated, and much more at peace with myself.
The benefits kept rolling in. I won a monthly Body Blitz Challenge with Australian
Women’s Fitness & Health magazine, and this fuelled my desire to achieve even
more. I wanted to do the “ultimate” in body sculpting - to get up on stage. For me,
having trained for many years, it was the next step, and now that I could see what
could be done with desire, focus and dedication, I wanted to see how far I could
go. This was to be something completely foreign to me, being a very modest person who would not in a
million years have believed I could get up on stage in front of hundreds of
people, wearing nothing but a g-string bikini! That goes to show the new
confidence and drive I derived from achieving my goals.

Caramel Icing on the Cappuccino Cheesecake!
I stepped on stage for the first time in April 2002, at 10% body fat. The
feeling of being on stage was incredible and now I knew that I could do
absolutely anything I put my mind to! The fact that I won my class was
caramel icing on the cappuccino cheesecake that I enjoyed later that night!
Now, aside from keeping myself healthy and in shape, my other passion in
life is helping other women and men meet their own physique
Sue, aged 40
transformation, weight loss and fitness goals. My website has grown from a
hobby and favourite pastime, to an outstanding business where my staff and
I have trained, coached and mentored many Body Transformation Contest winners.
As the creator and owner of this website, I am fortunate to witness truly amazing and inspiring
transformations from clients all over the world on a regular basis - not just external transformations, but
perhaps even more importantly, internal ones.
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I Count My Blessings
Every day I count my blessings for what is truly a remarkable opportunity to
touch people's lives in a way that will help them live a healthier and happier
life. I receive daily emails from women experiencing the same issues I
encountered – my own personal story is so familiar to their own. It astounds
me how many women of today have disordered eating patterns and body
image problems. Seeing my clients progress from tired, unhappy, overweight
and often self-loathing people, to strong, healthy, confident and beautiful
individuals (inside and out!), gives me tremendous satisfaction that I will be
forever grateful. To know that I have touched and can touch my clients' lives
in some small way is a remarkable feeling.

Sue, aged 41
(7 weeks pregnant)

I have learned so much over the years, how different foods and training
programs affect different people - what works, what doesn’t. I can now pass on to others the knowledge
I have gained and do what I really love to do - help others achieve their fitness and physique dreams,
whatever they may be.

Sue Heintze
Sue is a contributing writer to Australian Oxygen Magazine,
Australian Women’s Health & Fitness magazine and Shape Magazine.
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5 Reasons You Haven't Lost Weight
If you haven’t lost weight and want to, there are some very simple reasons why it hasn’t
happened for you. Once you recognize these reasons and take steps to overcome them, you’ll
find that weight loss and fitness will become easier. See if you can recognize your own
behavior and your actions in the following reasons for weight loss being a problem.

1. You’ve given up too early.
This may seem like a no brainer, but if you haven’t lost weight you’ve simply given up too
early. As long as you’re following a tried and true method of losing weight (ie: not a crash
diet), there’s no reason why you can’t lose weight like other people who have followed the
same plan. If you haven’t lost weight, you’ve given up too early. Pure and simple. If you stick
with a program long enough and it’s a sound program, you’re going to see results.

2. You haven’t made a firm commitment.
One of the biggest reasons that people don’t lose weight is because they don’t have a firm
commitment to the process. They start out without becoming fully committed to seeing it
through to the end. They don’t understand that losing weight means making significant
behavior and lifestyle changes. If you try to get around the rules of your fitness program by
cheating, this is exactly why you haven’t lost weight yet. Once you recognize that your
commitment must be strong in order to succeed, you’ll be able to get a lot further with your
weight loss.

3. You use every mistake as an excuse to go off of your plan.
Let’s face it. You’re not perfect. There are going to be times that you eat something that
isn’t on your weight loss plan. You might skip a workout. It happens. But what matters is what
you do after that mistake. You need to be sure that you don’t go completely off the plan just
because of one mistake. If you use every mistake to break your commitment, you aren’t going
to get very far at all. If you can’t stay on a plan because you feel like you’re not able to be
“perfect”, you’re going to have to change your thinking. Being perfect is not the goal. Staying
committed is.
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4. You haven’t pictured the end goal.
It’s very important to keep your end goal in mind. If you have a clear picture of where you
want to be at the end of your personal fitness challenge, then you’ll be able to make the
necessary changes. You’re more likely to give up if you don’t know where you are headed.
Develop a picture in your mind’s eye of where you’d like to be at the end of your journey.

5. You don’t believe in yourself.
Belief is an important factor in weight loss success. If you don’t believe that you are capable
of success or don’t believe that you are worthy of it, you’ll find excuses to sabotage yourself.
It’s very common for a person’s mindset to get in the way of their ability to succeed. If this is
the reason that you haven’t lost weight, it may pay off for you to spend some time working on
your thoughts and attitude.

You Are NOT Alone!
If you're like most women out there, you struggle with your body image or at least, you have
done so in the past. Let's face it, for everything that you do like about your body, there are
probably at least two things that you don't like.
We as women have been brought up in a society where images of thin celebrities are gracing
the pages of magazines, being broadcasted across billboards, and are being touted to have
the 'perfect' body image that we all should strive to obtain.
But at times, you really must ask yourself, is this image really realistic? Or more importantly,
is it realistic for you? And also, what is this goal, this image that you strive for, doing to your
life? Those are just a few of the questions that must be answered as you go about a path to
improving your body and coming to a state of acceptance with your body.
Now, don't get me wrong here. I'm not suggesting that you should just accept the fact you're
carrying excess weight and forgo all attempts to change that. That isn't what this is about at
all!
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What I am suggesting however is that you start realizing that you are more than just a body.
Far too many women will completely tie their self-worth in with their body image, leading to
feelings of unhappiness.
On days when you step on the scale and the number staring back at you is lower than it was
the day before, you're on top of the world. You feel great about yourself and life couldn't be
better. However, on days when you step on the scale and the number staring back at you is
higher than it was the day before, it's a whole other story. You're frustrated, you're angry, you
may even find you start to feel rather depressed as well – all because that little number told
you how to feel.
Why let this number rule your day? So many women give their bathroom scale the power to
completely determine their happiness and feelings of self-worth.
Perhaps you have managed to break free from the scales’ hold on you and you realize that it's
highly variable based on water fluctuations and what you had to eat the night before. But it’s
the mirror that makes you feel this way! Maybe you look in the mirror and see a bit of
cellulite on your thighs and instantly you can feel your spirit dampen.
"If only I could lose this cellulite, then I would really love myself.”
Does that sound familiar? If you take a good hard look at the thoughts that run through your
mind on a daily basis, would any of them resonate with that statement?
If so, you have some work to do. Fortunately, if you work hard at it, you can get past this
negative body image and start enjoying life regardless of how you look because you accept
and care for yourself as a human being.
Let's look at some of the important things that you need to consider.
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The Over-Glamorisation of the Media
Before going any further, it's time that you started to take a good hard look at what it is
you're striving for. Many women don’t even have a clear picture of what it is that they want
to look like in mind. Instead, they see various images of celebrities or 'thin' women and think
that's what they want – really, they want anything but themselves.
The important thing to understand is that chances are, nothing will ever be good enough. If
you were to go up to some woman that you saw on the street that instantly brought feelings
of envy to you because you felt she had 'the body' that you wanted, chances are high that
there would be something that she in fact would want to change about herself.
For most women, nothing will ever really be good enough. No matter what you do, when you
obtain that goal which you thought would be the end and when you'd finally love yourself,
you're just going set your sights on something else. In this process, you're essentially sending
the signal that nothing will ever be good enough. You will never be good enough. It's not just
about your body – your body is just acting as the source through which you outlet your
feelings.
By constantly finding flaws in ourselves, we're denying the self-love that we all crave – that
we all need. Hence, there becomes this empty void in our life that never gets fulfilled. All
that we do is wind up on a never ending treadmill of constant improvements. First, you need
to tone your thighs. Then, it's your stomach. Then after that, come to think of it, your arms
could need some work as well.
This endless cycle will never stop until you finally come to terms and appreciate you for how
you are. It's when you begin appreciating your body that you start to change the way you
think and look at the positives rather than the negatives.
Remember, most people don't pick out your self-perceived flaws at all. You pick them out
because you lookfor them. Just like the woman on the street that you believed had the
perfect body… to her, it was anything but.
Another key thing that must be noted in all of this is often the driving force guiding all these
flaws are those images that you see in magazines, on TV, and across billboards. Models and
actresses everywhere are showing off their shadowy silhouettes. But, are these images even
real?
9
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Think about that for a second. If you are completely honest with yourself – and most women
deep down know this is the case, the vast majority of the magazine covers have been severely
enhanced to make the woman on them appear slimmer, appear firmer, and appear to be
completely free from blemishes. It is absolutely amazing what a little Photoshop can do these
days and it's vital that you continually remind yourself of that.
If you're striving to obtain the image that one of these pictures portrays, you may be striving
for the impossible. Hence, you're never going to reach that state where you firmly believe
that you will accept how you look.
Are you on an endless treadmill of self-imposed improvements?
Coming to terms with this situation first is imperative to overcoming a negative body image
and starting the process of self-acceptance right now!
Crazy over your cellulite?
Another issue that must be touched on as you work towards the path of self-acceptance is
coming to terms with what it is to be human. So many of us expect absolute perfection, we
want bodies that contain no body fat at all and are free from all cellulite.
Sadly though, if this is what you're going for, this is actually a very unhealthy state to try and
obtain. Our bodies, especially female bodies, require fat for everyday living. Fat is what
keeps you warm throughout the day; fat is what cushions your internal organs so if you
happen to take a fall you aren't hurt in the process; and fat is what keeps your reproductive
system functioning properly so that you can create the greatest thing in the world – a
newborn baby.
Without enough fat on your body, none of those things would be possible. So rather than
viewing all your body fat as something that must be gotten rid of, start viewing it for what it
is. It's a healthy part of any body that is absolutely necessary for survival.
Now, does this mean that you should accept all your fat weight?
Most definitely not.
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If you are carrying excess body fat and it's clear you do have more than what's sufficient, by
all means, you can definitely work to lower it through a proper diet and exercise program, but
the point here is to understand that some fat is necessary and fat is not the evil that you
make it out to be. Fat is simply a reflection of you consuming more food than what your body
was utilizing over the course of time. It doesn't reflect upon you as a person, nor does it
reflect upon your self-worth. All it means is there is an energy imbalance. All you have to do
now is fix that energy imbalance.
Stop viewing this fat to mean that you are not worthy as a person and start viewing it for
what it really is. When you take away the power that this excess body fat holds upon you,
you'll not only be happier, but you'll find that fat loss comes much easier as well.
A funny thing occurs once most women do finally come to the path of self-acceptance. Rather
than being so overly focused on every calorie they are taking in and every flaw on their body,
they start focusing on other areas of their life that bring them joy. They focus more on
spending time with their friends and family, they focus more on growing and enhancing their
career, and they focus on other leisurely activities that they may have enjoyed at some point
but had completely forgotten about.
Basically, they stop focusing on food and their body and…

Start Focusing on Life!
As they do this, they automatically don't have as many food cravings and don't find that food
is the thing that rules all their thoughts. They become immersed with living life and as a
result, naturally begin losing weight. So in a sense, your body hang-ups could very well be the
thing that is preventing you from reaching the results that you desire.
Once you start being more kind to yourself and giving yourself permission to treat yourself
right and enjoy the things that you do, you will start to find that your body image issues take
on a much lower priority and you discover positive things about yourself that you either had
never known or had simply forgotten about due to all the time you spent focused on what
your body did or didn't look like.
Just because you happen to have a little bit of cellulite on your thighs does not mean that you
can't be the person you want to be. So many women live in an 'if-then' world. If you could just
change this about yourself, then you would finally be able to do that.
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Why wait?
You only get one chance to live each day so it's time to start living in the present, cellulite or
no cellulite. A bit of cellulite on your thighs or a little extra love handle around your waist
should not keep you from enjoying your day. It's a matter of accepting the fact that this
perceived imperfection you have, does not mean you are some type of freak and the world
will not accept you. The only person right now who isn't accepting you is you.
When you give yourself permission to accept yourself, you're going to find that there's a new
'inner glow' that comes out of you. This self-confidence that just radiates from within and that
new self-confidence and happiness for life will actually make you more attractive to others.
When you stay in your poor-body-image induced shell, staying away from the world as much
as possible until you feel you look good enough to come out, all you're doing is shutting other
people out. You're closing off doors to life experiences that you should not be missing out on.
Remember the saying that “the greatest regret will come from things that you didn't do, not
things that you did.” How often have you passed up an opportunity because you felt you
didn't look good enough or would be negatively judged?

Reframing Self-Talk
One of the most important steps that you should take right now to getting on a path to having
a more positive body image and fully accepting yourself is reframing your self-talk. What you
need to do for the next 3-7 days is start paying more attention to the little things that you say
to yourself throughout the day.
If it helps, keep a 'thoughts journal'. Whenever you hear that little voice inside your head
commenting about some aspect of your body or behavioural pattern, write it down – good or
bad. Then at the end of the day, have a look back over these thoughts. See if you notice a
trend. Chances are the trend will be very clear. Rather than consistently talking yourself up
and saying positive things about the way you look and the actions you're taking, all you're
doing is berating yourself and pointing out your flaws.
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'My thighs are so fat – I’ll never fit my shorts again!'
'Why did I have to eat that – I'm such a failure and will never be able to stick to a diet!'
'It's no wonder that happened – look at me!'

The thoughts that you have will be very unique to your own individual situation, but you
should notice some common element and trend. Rather than offering positive support and
self-acceptance, the thoughts make you feel lower about yourself and make you feel
unworthy.
If you're having these thoughts on a very regular basis as you go about your day, it's going to
be incredibly important that you learn to reframe them. These very thoughts are forcing you
to maintain the negative body image that you have. When you are able to reshape them to be
more positive and focused on good things about yourself, that's when you will begin to come
to appreciate who you really are and will learn to love your body for what it is – a body that
helps you carry out life, nothing more, nothing less.

An Exercise to Success
Let's now look at a few exercises that you should be doing to help get yourself onto the path
of body acceptance and move forward from this negative image that you are clinging on to.

Goal Refocusing
The very first thing that you should do is take a good look at the goals you have set for
yourself with your workout and diet program in general.
Are your goals all focused around your body image?
Do you have goals such as 'lose 10 pounds', 'drop 5% body fat', 'decrease my pant size by 3',
'lose 4 inches off my waist', and so on?
If so, it's time to start setting some additional goals. Rather than just focusing on these body
image oriented goals and cementing that your success is tied into how your body looks, start
setting some performance oriented goals.
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For instance, you might set a goal to be able to lift ten pounds more on your chest press
exercise in a two months’ time. Or, perhaps you are into running and you want to set a goal
to be able to run a mile in under 12 minutes. Both of these goals focus on what your body
does versus how your body looks. This will be the key to adopting a more positive body image.
What you're doing in this process is turning the focus of using ‘how you look’ to determine
your self-worth and instead focusing on other elements that will allow you to come to
appreciate your body for what it can do for you.
Remember, your body is not just something to be looked at. Your body's real purpose in life is
to be a vehicle that you use to perform all your daily tasks. Start thinking more about what
those arms and legs do for you.
Sure, your legs may not be as slim as you would like them to be, but they're strong and
powerful and allow you to chase after your child when she's running up the stairs.
Or perhaps you have a little excess fat around the stomach region, but that stomach is what
kept that child safe while it was growing in your body.
Start looking at what your body does for you rather than how it looks. I guarantee this will
help you improve your body image.
When you start to adopt these performance oriented goals rather than always having those
body image oriented goals, it will help give your workouts new meaning. It can be very
difficult sticking to a workout program when you're only after a weight oriented goal. Sure,
you know that the workout is going to eventually lead to your goal weight, but carrying out
each individual action really doesn't take on much significant purpose itself.
When you set a performance oriented goal, you give those actions a purpose. Now, instead of
just viewing the bench press as a movement to help tone the arms and increase your
cleavage, you'll push yourself harder on it each session to try and move closer to the goal you
have set. Little by little, session by session, you'll move closer to that goal. As you see these
small gains taking place, it will in turn help to strengthen the connection you have with what
your body can do for you.
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The Flaw Picking Reversal Process
The next exercise you should do on a regular basis to help with your body image I like to call
the ‘flaw picking reversal process.’
For this exercise, what you're going to do is stand completely naked in front of a mirror. This
may be hard for some of you, especially those who are really suffering from poor body
images, but do this some place where you're completely alone and feel comfortable.
Now, rather than standing naked in front of that mirror and instantly start picking out all the
flaws you see in yourself, I want you to start naming off the good things about your body.
Take your time if necessary – for some of you, it's going to be a little uncomfortable doing
this.
Start looking at your body for what it is and try and find all the good things that you can
about it. Do you have shapely quads that exude strength? Do you have a nice hourglass figure
with your larger hip bone structure? Do you have a great smile that instantly lights up a room?
Stand there and try and find at least a couple of things that you can love about yourself. Now,
as you go about your daily life, every time you catch a glimpse in a mirror and immediately
start thinking about whatever flaw it is that you think you see, start thinking about the good
things that you just pointed out to yourself.
Remind yourself of them each and every day and before too long, you should start thinking
more positively about your body and start feeling more confident in how it appears.

Looking For Your Underlying Motives
Finally, the last exercise that you should do if you really want to overcome this negative body
image and change the way you think about yourself and how you look, is to start seeking out
exactly what your underlying motives are. For most of us, it's not just about improving the
tone of our arms or flattening our stomach. It's about something far bigger than that.
Some of us may be using this as a cover up. We need something to direct our energy towards
that takes the focus of some other problem that we just can't face dealing with. This could be
a hard past growing up or a troubled relationship.
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By directing all your negativity towards your body, you're displacing all your emotions away
from what's really bothering you and turning them to something that you think you can better
control. In other cases, our efforts to improve our body and our denial of our own self-worth,
until we've accomplished that goal, are really based on our need for approval.
It might be worth taking some time to really think about who you are seeking approval from.
For some, issues related to body image date way back to when they were young girls and
someone had made some type of comment to them about the way they looked. Instantly a
connection was formed – their body determined their self-worth. Change their body and they
would be worthy.
If you can go deep into your history and start looking for connections of where all these
negative body image thoughts might have started from, when you bring this out into the open
and realize that it's the issue at play, sometimes this is enough to begin sparking the change
that you need.
Many of us never take the time to really assess what's causing these feelings in the first place.
Rather, we just treat what we think is the problem – the 'fat' thighs or the jiggly underarms.
When you uncover what's driving those thoughts, then you may find that the 'fat' thighs no
longer hold their power. Now you are able to realize what really is going on in your mind and
find out that treating your 'fat thighs' is really not the solution that you should be working
towards.
In some cases, this process may require seeing a counsellor as it could mean going deep into
your past and looking for seemingly unconnected events that have caused these thoughts and
feelings to develop. If you cannot do this yourself, a counsellor may be able to help.
If you strongly believe that there may be something larger at play here that is causing you to
feel this way about your body, I would highly recommend doing whatever it takes to get the
support you need.
Fixing your body image really will free you from so much burden you're carrying around on a
daily basis and will not only allow you to enjoy the process of maintaining a healthy lifestyle
and treating your body right, but will also allow you to let life in.
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If you're suffering from a very poor body image you may not be living to your full potential
and it's very saddening that so many women do allow this to take place. Your body should
never prevent you from being who you really want to be. There will never be never be
another 'today' so don't waste another moment living in a world where you give something so
much power over your happiness.
Take the steps you need to take to start bringing more happiness into your life and to start
loving yourself for who you are – fat or thin, firm or soft, fit or unfit. Then, work towards
creating the healthiest you that you can be. If you do this, at the end of the day you will get
the results you're looking for.

Go from Flab to FAB in Just Weeks with a Stepby-Step Blueprint that Delivers Gobsmacking
Results!

It’s Time to Kick the Fat Loss Monster to the Curb & Our ULTIMATE Fat
Loss Packages Have Everything You Need!
Whether you’re a girl or guy, fitness buff, total beginner, or somewhere in between, we’ve got the
program that’s right for you. Choose the package that fits your current level of fitness and be on your
way to the lean, sexy and healthy body you’ve always dreamed of - in just 12 weeks.

Click here to learn more & get started today!
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